GIGASPIRE
ESTHERVILLE COMMUNICATIONS

Delivering an Internet experience like no other
The way we use WiFi has changed. With even more devices in your
home, you need strong WiFi so you can work, stream, shop and learn
uninterrupted. Enjoy a connection that doesn’t slow you down no
matter how many devices you add.

Get a strong, fast signal—to all your devices.

Better WiFi — Everywhere

GigaSpire delivers an Internet experience like no other
Estherville’s GigaSpire is a home WiFi solution that works
with your Estherville Internet service. The GigaSpire and
additional Wireless Access points for a “mesh” coverage
over your home — goodbye dead spots!

Never worry about WiFi again
Estherville Communications takes care of your WiFi so you don’t have to

Don’t have time to be trouble-shooting your WiFi and
fiddling with settings? With the GigaSpire, Estherville’s
Internet HelpDesk gurus can remotely troubleshoot,
diagnose and fix issues so you can rest easy.

Easy peasy.

Experience the best WiFi
Get GigaSpire
for home
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$ .95 /mo

10.95/mo

GigaSpire for business $

Introducing the

EsthervilleHQ App
Download the EsthervilleHQ app from the app store
to manage your settings and all the devices that are
connected to your WiFi network through your Gigaspire.

Included FREE Features

Basic Parental
Control

Guest Network

Set family member profiles
and assign unique devices
for each profile. Best of
all, with just a click you
can pause Internet access
temporarily to a single
profile or multiple profiles.

Enables you to quickly and
easily set up a network for
guests so when Aunt Betty
comes to visit you don’t have
to give out your family’s WiFi
password. Just another way
to keep your family safe and
secure.

Device List

Network Usage

Shows a list of devices
connected to your WiFi
network.

Shows how much bandwidth
each device on your network
is using after running a
bandwidth test. Make sure the
kids’ streaming isn’t eating up
your bandwidth while you’re
trying to video chat for work.

Powerful Content Filtering
Upgrade to our enhanced Parental Control Package
with content ﬁltering all within the EsthervilleHQ App
You set the boundaries, we help keep them. Enhanced Parental Controls provide the
ability to set app and content ﬁlters, block websites and set time limits.
ALL OF THE BASIC PARENTAL CONTROL FEATURES, PLUS:

Internet Filtering:

Usage History:

Time Limits:

Scheduling:

Safe Search:

Completely remove access to
specific websites and apps.

See a list of sites or
apps each profile has
accessed, & the time
spent on each site/app.
View the list by day, week
or month.

Set the amount of time
each family member
can spend on online.
Conveniently sort by
websites, games or apps.

Set times by day for
online use, whether it’s
bedtime, supper-time
or just screen-free
family time.

Safe Search defaults
Google and Bing
searches to remove
explicit content from
their results.

Get the Enhanced
Parental Control Package
+ Content Filtering

Call today to get signed up
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$

.95/mo

855-859-3363 or visit esthervillecommunications.com

